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SUBJECT: CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ART 

CLASS: JSS1 

DURATION: WEEK 9-10 

African Musical Instrument 

African music is the indigenous music of the people of Africa or traditional music of people. 

African musical instrument is African(local) device used in producing musical sound. 

African musical instruments are; 

1. Aerophone 

2. Idiophone 

3. Chordophone 

4. Membranophone 

1. AEROPHONE: this is instrument played by blowing in air into them to produce sound. 

E.g are; flute (oja), ivory trumpet (odu enyi), bamboo with natural bore, horn (opi), 

double reed pipe (kakaki). 

2. IDIOPHONE: they are played by shaken or stricking on them with hand or stick to make 

sound. E.gs are rattle (ekpili), ichaka, oyo, twin gong, slit wooden drum (ekwe), also 

thumb piano (ubo aka), musical pot (ngedelegwu). 

3. CHORDOPHONE: it makes sound by means of string. Examples; lyre, musical bow 

(une), trough zither, one string fiddles (ijoje). 

4. MEMBRANOPHONE:  it is produced with animal hides and skin. It is played by means 

of membrane or stick. Examples are; atumpan (thana drum), talking drum (double headed 

hourglass drum), tom tom (single headed drum). Kettle drum. 

MATERIALS FOR PRODUCTION 

1. Bamboo (achala) is used in making slit wooden drum (ekwe) 

2. Paw paw stalk is used in making or producing flute (oja). Cut it vertically from top to 

bottom with razor and play with mouth 

3. Wooden clappers; cut from cam wood (ufie) or okwe 

4. Shekere, ichaka, ekpili made from gourd  

5. Bell; from local seed (okwa olu) 

6. Pipilo; from elephant grass, cut with razor vertically from top to bottom 

 

WEEK10 

BEAD PRODUCTION 

Beads: they are small pierced round or cylindrical wood, glass, plastic, paper with holes through 

them for threading together to form necklace etc. 

Town / location (places that produce beads 
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1. Ile-ife (Osun state of Nigeria) 

2. Benin (Edo state) 

3. Bida (Niger state) 

4. Ilorin (Kwara state) 

5. Ijebuode (Ogun state), 

6. Ikom  

7. Ogoja and Esie 

USES OR FUNCTIONS OF BEADS 

1. For decoration of hair, dress, bags, bangles and slippers etc 

2. For cultural and custodian of our traditions 

3. For honours, prestige and identification 

4. For cultural identification and revival 

5. For vocational services 

6. For making money 

7. Mosaic designs ( flower vase) etc 

TOOLS AND MATERIALS FOR BEAD MAKING 

a. Bead or paper of assorted colours  

b. Fish line (thread) bamboo, roll paper and bottle top 

c. Needle, calendars, sea shell, teeth of animals and bones 

TOOLS 

1. Scissors 

2. Drilling machines 

3. Handsaw 

4. Knife 

5. Sand paper 

6. Pliers 

7. Nails 

8. Gum 

TYPES OF BEADS 

1. Coral (red) beads for ruler’s regalia 

2. Lantana stone (jasper) beads from sokoto, colours are deep red to a brighter shade 

PRACTICAL PROCEDUCTION OF BEAD 

1. If you are doing paper bead, make sure that the paper is properly dried 

2. Rub gum and roll the paper into coins with your fingers 

3. Cut into pieces and decorate with sharp pointed object 

4. Remember to pierce hole in the cut beads shape for strings to pass for them together 

5. Paint the body of the beads with colours of your choice and allow to dry 

6. Thread the cuts together and tie. 
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